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	Title: Does The Environment Matter?
	School: Cardinal Community Academy- Keenesburg, CO
	Sponsor: Sarah Johnson
	Abstract: I tested which environment strawberries mold the fastest. My hypothesis was the strawberries that get sprayed with water once every day will mold the fastest because mold needs moisture to grow. The first step was to gather all my supplies, which were three plastic containers, 12 strawberries, one paper towel, water, and a water sprayer. Once I had all of my supplies I started my experiment. In container 1 I put one paper towel in the container, then placed four strawberries on top of the paper towel. After that I took a picture of the strawberries, and then I put the lid on and put it in the fridge. I then moved on to container 2. I placed four strawberries in the container and I took a picture of the strawberries. I then sprayed the strawberries with water until they had a thin coat of water. Once I was done with that I put the lid on the container and placed them in the fridge. I then moved on to container 2, and placed four strawberries in the container. I then filled the container until the strawberries were covered with water. Next, I took a picture of the strawberries, put the lid on the container, and placed the strawberries in the fridge. I took pictures and sprayed container 2 strawberries with water everyday. To collect data I'm looking at how much mold I see, and how many spots of mold there are. Once every container has one moldy strawberry my experiment will stop and I will have collected all my data. The data that I collected showed that the strawberries that were covered in water molded the fastest and it had a total of 42 mold spots. I found that the strawberries in container 2 didn’t mold, so it had 0 mold spots,but it rotted. Lastly, the strawberries in container 1 had 0 mold spots, so it didn’t change and stayed healthy. My hypothesis was incorrect, I think that it was incorrect because the more water there was the more mold grew. So the container that got sprayed didn’t have too much water to have mold grow but the other container was filled with water so a lot of mold could grow. If I were to do this experiment again some things that I could change would be to do more environments. I would also put the strawberries in somewhere humid instead of a fridge, and a more controlled environment. 
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